Lodge Safety Orientation
The information below is intended to help familiarize you with the safety features of
our Lodge. If you have any questions or require additional information, please ask
any of our staff who will be pleased to assist you.
Emergency Phone Numbers - In case of fire, police or medical emergency dial
the appropriate emergency number located next to the phone in the office area on
the kitchen side of the lodge. Remember to speak as slowly and calmly as possible
when giving particulars. 911 does not work in Masset.
First Aid Kit – Is located in the kitchen on top of the cooler left of the sink and
above the guest beer fridge. Any of our lodge staff can assist you if needed.
Lodge Staff – Normally there will be lodge staff on location. Staff sleeping
quarters are located along the hallway next to the kitchen. In case of emergency,
please seek out lodge staff for assistance.
Fire Precautions - Please ensure that you familiarize yourself with all the exits
from the lodge and make note of the nearest exit closest to your room. For
bedrooms located upstairs you will find a fire escape ladder in the closet of each
room. Please ensure you familiarize yourself with the use of this equipment as well
as how the windows in your room work. Please note the lodge is strictly nonsmoking. Ashtrays are located around the outside of the lodge for your use. The
lodge is equipped with smoke detectors. Fire extinguishers are located in the
kitchen, the fish packing shed, and in the dry room.
Muster Point – If you are forced to evacuate the lodge for any reason, please
assemble in the park immediately adjacent to the north of the lodge (next to van).
No person should leave the assembly point until all guests are accounted for. There
may be more than one group at the lodge at any one time so please ensure that
you know the total number of quests using the lodge while you are there.
Hot Tub Precautions - While using the hot tub please keep in mind the slippery
conditions that can occur. Particular caution should be taken when entering or
exiting the hot tub or when walking close to the hot tub. Please remember that the
effects of alcohol and certain medications can be heightened due to increased body
temperature. Those guests with high blood pressure or other medical conditions
should be especially mindful.
Tsunami Alert - If a tsunami warning is issued by local authorities (you will hear a
long continuous air siren), please go the muster point where a member of our staff
will transport you to designated evacuation points.
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Earthquake – In the event of an earthquake, immediately seek shelter under a
door jam and wait for the shaking to stop. When safe to do so immediately exit the
lodge and proceed to the muster point.
Kitchen – To ensure we maintain appropriate health standards, and for safety
reasons, the kitchen is off limits to all guests.
General Hazards – Please ensure you exercise caution at all times around the
lodge as rain and humidity can cause generally slippery conditions. In addition,
there are a number of steps up and down both inside and outside of the lodge –
please watch your step and look for tripping hazards at all times.

